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“The original intent of the Indian history film project, which was funded by the Devonian Institute, was to conduct oral interviews with First Nations elders from across Canada, and to develop a movie or TV series portraying Canadian history from a First Nations perspective. The project leaders were Christine Welsh and Tony Snowsill.

The project evolved over time, and eventually it was decided to access libraries and archives across the country for taped interviews of First Nations elders. The interviews were copied and sent to CPRC, where they were transcribed and indexed. The result is a collection of approximately 1,100 interviews - unique by any measure - with accompanying indices (subject and proper name).”

The IHFP is available in hardcopy in the FNUniv Library and online here: http://dspace.cc.uregina.ca/dspace/handle/10294/26

Citing from the IHFP

APA Style

[Name of person interviewed], (Date of interview). IH number and page if needed. Date, Source and Location, Topic, interviewer, Translator and/or transcriber.


MLA Style

[Name of person interviewed], Topic. IH number and page if needed. Source and Location. Interviewer. Translator and/or transcriber. Date of interview.